
E X A M I N A T I O N    

True/False
1. The code D0150 can only be used for new patients.
2. If an  insurance company asks for a pretreatment 

x-ray for (initial placement) your office can refuse 
the x-ray and demand payment. 

3. A patient has reimbursement every 6 months for a 
prophy. They come in one day before the 6 months
are up. Billing and dating service the following day 
is okay as long as you don't mail the claim until
the following day. 

4. When giving the patient a discount the office does 
not have to put the information of the claim form. 

5. Your office is allowed to offer discounts to senior 
citizens only if they do not have insurance. 

6. Code D0120 can be charged by the office if patient
is seen by the hygienist and the dentist is not in
the office. 

7. Periodontal charting does not have a code. 
8. If a code is written by the ADA (the only accepted

codes under the HIPAA Law) insurance companies
must have coverage for the code written into their 
insurance contract. 

9. If a company asks for an x-ray and you refuse to 
send it, they the company, in most cases, has the 
right not to pay the claim. 

10. If a company does not pay for D2940 “sedative
filling” than you may bill for D9110 even if the 
patient did not complain of pain. 

11. For the code D2950 crown build up, if you send
a photograph, periapical film, and date of crown 
cementation, almost all companies will pay for
the service. 
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Multiple Choice
12. What is the percentage of dental offices on a focus or fraud 

detection list?
 A. 5%  B. 20% 
 C. 30%  D. 50%

13. The final responsibility for the correct x-ray or code of the
claim is:
 A. Dentist  B. Dental Assistant
 C. Hygienist  D. Office Manager

14. For UCR's the correct statement is:
 A. All companies use the same UCR's
 B. All companies use the same percentiles
 C. All companies can manipulate UCR's in any way they 

deem appropriate
 D. Your office should always be governed by the allowed fee

on the EOB even if the plan is a standard indemnity plan
15. Which is the correct statement?
 A. A group of dentists (different practices) can get together 

and decide to charge a minimum fee for a specific code
 B.  A group of dentists (from different practices) can decide

not to take a certain insurance and/or PPO
 C. A group of dentists (same practice; same TIN number) 

can decide to charge a specific fee or not take certain 
dental plans

 D. None of the above

Please mark the correct answer clearly and keep a copy for your records.
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16. Insurance companies can share information on:
 A. UCR
 B. Percentile they pay
 C. Dentists on their focus list
 D. All of the above

17. Self-auditing of the billing to insurance companies
 A. Is required by law
 B. Should be done by the office manager
 C. Should be done by the dentist
 D. Is required by insurance companies

18. If a 40-year-old patient has a retained deciduous tooth that is in 
good periodontal shape but requires a crown (fractured cusps)
 A. Billing for i.e # 20 vs. K is ok
 B. Billing the tooth as tooth K is correct
 C. Billing either way it does not matter
 D. Most insurance companies will pay for crown billed as 

tooth K
19. Not collecting co-payment after the work was done on a staff 

member or family member that has insurance is okay because:
 A. Can be office benefit
 B. Normal contractual language
 C. Allowed if information is written on the claim form
 D. It is the responsibility of the patient to inform the

insurance company
20. Evidence based health care is now having a profound effect 

on insurance company reimbursements because:
 A. Companies will only pick a peer reviewed article that

shows a treatment is best regardless of costs
 B. Must use all peer reviewed articles and submit their

reimbursement decisions to the ADA for final decision
 C. Will always look for accepted research articles that will 

allow them, to pay as little as possible
 D. Are not bound by the employer's wishes in writing

reimbursement policy in contracts
21. When an insurance company changes a code you billed: 
 A. This is illegal
 B. Your patients always are understanding 
 C. Your office can do the same thing to them
 D. It is called mapping and most companies do it

22. Many companies are now asking for x-rays for multiple anterior
restorations because
 A. They don't want to pay
 B. Many contracts don't allow multiple anteriors on their

new contracts 
 C. The companies are checking for medical necessity; i.e. 

cosmetics 
 D. Delaying tactics

23. The best documentation for cracked tooth syndrome is 
 A. Periapical film  B. Photograph
 C. Copy of patient record   D. All of the above

24. An alternate code for D3221 that can be used is 
 A. D0140  B. D9110 
 C. D3220  D. D9430

25. Code 4355
 A. If patient complains of pain D9110 is an alternate code
 B. A perio chart taken the day of a D4355 is always valid
 C. A narrative is always required
 D. The code D4341 can always be used at the next visit

after D4355
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